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meet each other at the end of the torus diametrically opposite the injection point. As the
electromagnetic waves overlap, that portion of their energy stored in the magnetic field
will be transformed into electrostatic energy, and the voltage in this region will double.
At some optimum preselected time t~, where t~ > t, the toroidal line is then switched cir-
cumferentially into an oil-insulated three-electrode parallel-plate transmission line to the
diode load. A transmission-line model for the complete system has been developed and
analyzed by computer to determine energy transfer efficiencies and power inputs into a
matched ohmic load. It has been determined that peak power levels of 90 TM! are
achievable in a pulse of 30 ns full width at half maximum.
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1. INTRODUCTION present AURORA Modification Project have
shown that it is possible to use the AURORA

The effectiveness of strategic weapons Marx generator to charge a water-insulated
systems depends on their ability to function in a pulse-forming network (PFN) to generate 20
hostile nuclear environment. For some years TW. This approach , however , does not seem
now , there has been a shift of emphasis away capable of extension to signif icant ly higher
from systems hardening throug h underground power outputs. The purpose of this study is to
testing toward laboratory testing in specially demonstrate that it may be possible to extract
equipped simulation centers. These centers power outputs closer to the 100-TW level and
employ a variety of pu lsed-power sources for to operate eff iciently into loads near 1 Q.
the production of intense electron beams,
electromagnetic waves, and gamma and
neutron pulses. While these test facilities have 2. PRINCIPLE OF PULSE COMPRESSION
proved invaluable in simulating certain aspects AND IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMA-
of a warhead’s radiation output , there remains TION
a need for a source more closely approximatin g
the outputs of real weapons. One such source The princi ple of operation of the device is
could be the radiation emanating from a high ly described in details in U.S. Patent 4 ,003,007, so
compressed pellet. Recent studies’ have shown onl y the basic ideas are discussed here.
t hat a relativistic electron beam with peak
powers of I0’~ to 10’s W would be required for 2.1 Application to Geometries Con-
th is purpose, or , alternatively, ion beams at sisting of Right-Angled Coaxia l
10’s to 10” W could accomplish this same goal. Cylinders Discharging into
Techniques for the efficient conversion of Triangula r Strip Feed Lines
relativistic electron beams to focused ion beams
have been investigated by Humphries~ and Referring to figure 1, a pu lse of
Verdeyen. 3 Electron-to-ion conversion efficien- duration T0 is injected into the left-hand side of
cies as high as 50 percent have been reported. the center conductor of the coaxial-cylinder ele-

ment referred to as the longitudinal line. As
One limitation to the extraction of very in- generall y assumed , when the pulse is transmit-

tense power pu lses from the Harry Diamond ted into the line and then reflected from the
Laboratories AURORA generator4 in its present open-circuit end of the line , the line is statically
form is the rather long discharge time of the charged all along its length. It is also generally
blumleins. A second disadvantage is the high assumed that the length of this line is very
interna l impedance of these lines (21 Q), which much larger than its diameter. A second line ,
makes them inefficient for energy transfer to identified as the triangular stri p feed line , is at-
low impedance loads. Studies conducted for the tached to the longitudinal line as shown in
_____________ 

figure 1. The center conductor of the feed line
.~l I. Clauser and M. A. Su-eeney . Charged- Particle Beam Im- is separated from the center conductor of the

pb.swn of Fusion Target.~. lnternatie,nal Topica l (‘~,nfrrene, a, longitudinal line so that , during the charging
Fh-et ro n B,-am Fusion . Albuquerque. £‘d Vot im l -e r  1975). phase of the latter , the former remains near

‘.S llumph rws . I. I Lee. and II V Sudan. Ce,. ra tgon of In-
Pulwd Ion Beani,. AppI. ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ (1974) 2(. ground potentia l. Since the right-hand side of

1. T ~erdeyen . 0. A. Su-ansan. B. ~ . Cheviinyton. and the longitudinal line is an open circuit , the in-
V. I.. Joh nson . The Use 01 EJect range Space Charge It. Accelerate.
Focus and Bunch ions Jor Pellet Cam prealon. Appl. Phys. Leti. - 27
lOt-lobe, 1975).

‘B. Bernstei n and 1. SmIth. Aurora . an Elec tion Accelerator . ‘A • C. Steta-art . Hig h Power Pulse Corn pre *ston Techniques.
IEEE Trans . Nut-I. St-I.. 20 (Jun e 197.3) . 2 9 .  U. S. Paten t 4.003.007(11 January 1977)
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jected pu lse is reflected on arriva l at th is end, The input impedance, Z~, of the Ion-
and the reversal doubles the amp litude of the gitudinal line is given by the relationship
incident pulse . This reflected pulse then is 60 bpropa gated back toward the point of origin. Z1 = -

~~~~ In — (Q)

The voltage developed across the gap spacing a
between the two center conductors also is
doubled. When the reflected .wave has corn- where K is the dielectric constant of the
pleted approxim ately two thirds of its travel medium between the coaxial cylinders and a
towar d the injection point , a controlled elec- and b are the inner and outer radii , respective-
trica l breakdown between the two inner elec- ly. The discharge impedance, Z0, of t~iis line is,
trodes is initiated at the extreme right-hand however , governed by the equation ap-
side of the system. The propagation of this propriate to a tri planar strip line, that is,
breakdown (switching) is such th at, when the
reflected wave finall y reaches the point of in- 1 377 b - a
jection , breakdown also is occurring at this Z0 

— 
,

~~~

_. - (Q) (1)
time and place. 2 K L

.

~ 

Since Z0 can be readil y made to be sign if icant ly

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— — - —-
‘I

, 

~~~~~~ lower than Z~, this tech ni que of energy extrac-
1J tion is capable also of impedance transforming

with very high efficie:ci:s. 

the stri p feed line
N 

N can be readil y matched to the discharge imped-
ance of the longitudinal line.

2.2 Application to Toroidal Geometries

Figure 1. Discharge of pulse-charged longitudinal A second application is to inject the
line into strip feed line, pulse into a toroidal geometry. Toroidal geom-

etries have the advantage that they can be
made more compact than the equivalent

The triangular shape of the strip straight coaxial-cy linder approach. Also, the
feed line promotes the synchronous arrival of switching requirements are less stringent since
the discharge pulse at the output end of this all the switches are operated synchronousl y,
line. This output end , known as the load end, is rather than in a controlled rate of breakdown.
shown in coaxial geometry, but this is a conven- Finall y ,  the symmetry of the discharge line is
ience and is not necessary in principle, less likely to lead to pulse spreading as the

energy is propagated toward the load.
The discharge pulse is of shorter

duration than the injected pulse by the factor 2.2.1 Single-Ended Pu lse Inj ection
(2n r) / (2 L) , where L is the length of the longi-
tu dinal line and r is its mean radius. This ratio The single-ended toroidal pulse in-
assumes that switch effects can be ignored and jection is illustrated in figure 2. Traveling
also that there is no pulse spreading with pro- waves are propagated around both arms of the
pagation of the discharge to the load, torus , and their leading edges are allowed to
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overlap until the voltage reaches approximatel y modules as the pulse injectors into each of the
one half of the peak amplitude before syn- two arms of a half torus and to extract the
chronous triggering is induced along the inside energy from this half torus in the same manner
perimeter of the torus. The output line from the as described in section 2.2.1. This approach
torus is shown in figure 2 configured in cylin- has an additional advantage in that the pulse
drical geometry, which would make it corn- injection time is very short (~~60 ns) , which
patib le for matching to the type of diode struc- would permit higher fields and , hence, smaller
tures which have been developed for other torus dimensions, for the same stored energy.
systems, that is, Blackjack and Pithon . The This smaller torus would permit even shorter
discharge line need not be directed inward pulse outputs.
toward the axis of the torus. It could , with
equa l effectiveness, be directed ou twa rd (at
180 deg) away from the torus axis.

+

p ULS E~~~~~~~~
O

Figure 3. Use of low impedance converter modules
/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ as torus pulse charge injector.

1 3. LINES IN CASCADE
—

— —
~
( There are distinct advantages to be gained

from making the pulse injection time as short as
possible , especially if high-energy, ultrashort

Figure 2. Pulse injection into torus. (<20 ns) pulse outputs are desired. By employ-
ing two or more of the injection devices in

2.2.2 Double-Ended Pulse Injection tandem , this goal of <20 ns can be achieved .

Several studies have been made on 3.1 Combination of Straight Coaxial
the design of a low impedance conversion of Cylinders with Torus
AURORA charged directly from the AURORA
Marx generator. The major design efforts in In figure 4 , the two longitudinal
these studies were directed toward a two- lines A and A’, pulse-charged from a single-
module output device. As shown in figure 3, it ended injection point , are discharged into the
is conceptually feasible to use each of these two arms of a half torus. Because the pulse
‘Machines dev eloped by Maxu-ell Laboratories and Physics inter- duratio n at the output of the feed line is

national, respectively , signi ficantly shorter than the pulse duration at
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the input , the dimensions of the half torus can and discharged as the first element , but whose
be considerably smaller than are necessary if overall dimensions are smaller because of the
the initial pulse alone is used to charge the higher permissible electric-field gradients. Fur-
torus. The smaller the torus , the faster the ther additions can be made, as shown in

- . energy t hat can be extracted from it and the figure 5, each stage leading in principle to
lower the output impedance of the system. pulse outputs of shorter duration , lower im-

pedance, and higher power.
B H A L F

TORUS

4. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF TOROIDAL
GEOMETRY FRONT -END CONVER-

SION TO AURORA

ditional factors were considered as ease of con-

The various options were reviewed for
converting AURORA to a 100-TW generator
suitable for the compression of pellets. Such ad-

version to and from the bremsstrahlung mode,
Figure 4. Pulse charging half torus fro m triangular initial capitalization costs, and compatibility
strip feed line, with existing ~ ate-of-the-art high voltage tech-

nology. It was decided that the preliminary
3.2 Combination of Strai ght Coaxial- design stud y should focus on one particular

Cylinder Geometries configuration to obtain first-order estimates of
the important design parameters and energy

In figure 5, the output of the first transport efficiencies. The configuration
feed line is used as input to a second chosen for this study was the toroidal geometry .
longitudinal line , which is similarl y charged The conversion system is assumed to be ener-

gized from the front end of the AURORA simu-
SECOND

FEED LINE lator and to be located in the existing test cell.
T H I R D  LONGITUD I NAL SECOND

L I N E  L O N G I T U D I N A L
L I N E  4.1 Combination of Existing Vacuum

Coaxial Lines into Single Coaxial
Line

THIRD
FEED L I NE

LOAD The present AURORA simulator has
four separate 50-Q vacuum coaxial lines feeding
four separate field-emission diodes. It would be

FIRST FEED
LINE necessary for these to be filled with some suit-

able dielectric and , for simplicity, to be the
same insu lating medium as used in the torus
itself—oil. (For short pulse output applica-

PULSE tions , transformer oil (K = 2.3) is preferred to
INJEC TI ON

POINT FIRST water as an insulant because of the higherLONGI TUDINAL
LINE velocity of electromagnetic waves in oil.) Fill-

Figure 5. Pulse compression by using three-stage ing each of these coaxial lines with transfomer
series-connected straight coaxial geometries, oil without changing either the inner or the

8
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outer radii of the coaxial cylinders would dimensions of the preliminary stud y are
reduce their individual impedances to 33 Q. To presented here.
achieve single-point pulse injection into the
torus , it is necessary to combine this array of — . .

coaxial lines into a single coaxial line (fig. 6).  -

The parallel impedance of the four coaxial lines ,~~~-~~ --~
- ~~~ t

is 8 24 Q and to eliminate reflections at the - 
—

junction , the imp ’dance of the single coaxial- s- ..  
--.

~ 

line output should be matched to this va lue

I --- -

Figure 7. Low impedance conver;;r.

- -‘ - The major diameter , D, of the
- 

. 
- - { torus is 13.7 m , and the coaxial cylinders have

-
~ 

- I radii b and a of l 091 m and OB O O m respec

,
~~~) \ tivel y, giving a gap separation of 0.491 m. The

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
) 

~~
- — 

- 
line impedance , Z0, of the torus is therefore

- given by
Figure 6. Junction of AURORA coaxial lines into
single coaxial line. Z0 = (60/ ~~~) In (b/a) = 23.7 (Q) -

For ideal matching to the pulse in-
4.2 Design Considerations fo r  Torus j ection line , this impedance should be twice the

impedance of the pulse injection line—
To arrive at a feasible conceptual 16.48 Q—so some energy is lost due to reflec-

design for the torus , many factors must be con- tions at th is interface. In fact , for ideal match-
sidered and anal yzed for self-consistency and ing to the four parallel blumleins (overall
compatibility with the state of the art of high Z = 5 Q), the torus impedance should be
voltage technology. Princi pal among these are even lower (closer to 10 Q). This hig her im-
the dimensions of the torus that determine its pedance torus , on the other hand , presents less
input and output impedances and the electric stringent requirements on the fields to be ‘u s-
fields experienced within it. ta m ed in the oil , and , since the intent of this

preliminary stud y was to acquire onl y first-
4.2.1 Torus Dimensions and Determina- order design information , this trade-off was

tion of In put and Output judged to be a reasonable one.
Impedances

The output impedance of the torus
The preliminary design chosen for is inversel y proportional to the lengt h of the dc-

detailed stud y in this report is shown in ment being discharged and , for this case, was
figure 7. The dimensions are those that were chosen to be three qua r t e r s  of the
arrived at after consideration of the various circumference—270 deg. As will be shown ,
constraints , such as available space in the this gives a discharge impedance of 1.89 Q,
AURORA test cell , energy transfer efficiencies, which is not an optimum value in terms of bask-
and electrical breakdown conditions. The final design goals, but is sufficientl y close to provide

9 
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valuable baseline data for development of the directed to the left , the other directed to the
- — concept. r ight .  At 180 deg froni the torus entry point ,

these arms join. Because what is happening in
4 .2 .2 Tra nsmLs-.sion-Line Anal ysis the left arm of the torus is assumed to he iden-

tical to what is happening in the right arm , the
The primary tool for the electrical two arms can be rep laced in the model b~ one

anals-sis of the system is a transmission-line arm having half the impedance of either actual
model of the bluni leins . the oil-filled ~vacu um ” arm and an identical one-wa~ transmission
coaxial lines , and the torus itself. The model is t ime froni 0 to 180 deg. Wavcs having passed
shown in figure 8. The flow of electromagnetic the 180-deg point in the real torus -are produced
waves through the model was calculated wi th  in the model as reflections from the open end of
an expanded form of a computer code supp lied the sing le arm in the model.
by J . Shipman of the  Nava l  Research
Laboratory . Since it is assumed that  each of the The charge and the discharge
four blumlein subsystems is identical , the entire phases are treated as two separate problems in
array of blumleins is represented in the model the present anal ysis. During the charge phase .
by elements of one blumlein , each element hay- the calculation shows the appearance given in
ing one fourth the impedance of the correspon- figure 9 of the two waves overlapping in the
ding element in the actual blumlein. torus. At about 350 ns after b lumlein switch-

ing, the waves in the torus overlap to form the
net voltage profile shown in figure 10. At this

_________ time , the current throug hout the torus is

~~~~~~~ 
- 

- . negligible , and almost all the energy is stored
- ~ 

~~~.. ::-~ ~ ~~~ . electrostatically . This is the time chosen for
- 

- switching the torus into its discharge configura-
1L~ LI , j~ IT~ tion.
fl~ i]~ :IL~

if Lt ii 
— -

- ~~~~ I I. = ~~~~~~~~ - - ~- .  - ~~~~~~ . _ -, 
-

— 

/ 
N

~~II~ - / ‘
-
‘

- LI - -/  . -

II.

-‘ ffi~

.11 Figure 9. Overlapping voltage pulses in torus.

_ _  —‘Ti
- . 4.2.3 Electric Fields in Torus

~~~~~~ At a given time and angular posi-
Figure 8. Transmission-line model for charge phase. tion in the torus , the maximum field , F, exists

at the surface of the inner coaxial cylinder and
A similar simplification is done for is given by the relation

the torus. In actuality, a single oil coaxial line
divides at the torus into the two arms, one F = V0/ [a In (b/a)]

L - _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _.i~~~~~~~~~__~~~ 
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where V0 is the voltage. The negative impulse phase of the torus.) For argument , it was
breakdown strength for transformer oil is given assumed that the maximum field given by a
approximately by the relation particular V(t) was the breakdown field. These

peak fields range from 0.47 to 0.90 MV/cm.
F - = 0.875A”°-°’t-°-333 (MV/cm) , The time parameters, t, were obtained from

V(t) and ranged from 0.065 to 0.185 us. Then,
where F - is the maximum permissible field , A A was derived for each position by using the
is the area of the inner electrode in square cen- relations above.
timeters, and t is the time in microseconds that
the voltage exceeds 63 percent of its break- Figure 11 relates A, as determined
down value. This equation is most readily ap- from the breakdown formula , to angular posi-
plied in situations where a large area of an elec- tion in the torus. The horizontal axis is labeled
trode is exposed uniformly to the same time- also in terms of area measured along the center
dependent field . This uniformity, however , is conductor. From this graph , the likelihood of
not the case in the torus as suggested by an electric breakdown at any position in the
figures 9 and 10. torus is determined as follows:

VOLTAGE
CMV) 

Consider the voltageltime profile
V(t) at a given position in the torus. For this
V(t) , A has been calculated (by use of the

_,,,,,
7

___’• 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

breff ~
c
~~

% n
.:o

r
~
nIsla

~ 
~v~r ~vh~icl~u

‘ 3 A =  I
2 - (Den ;’ I 1)IQSI

I I I __________ L____ ____ I I I I I . 1...

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 150 120 90 60 30 0 ‘‘ -

ANGULAR POSITION AROUND TORUS COE D) . SINCE B< A-
STATISTICS FAVOR

Figure 10. Voltage profile in torus for 12-MV ~ °‘ - BREAKDOWN WILL 
-

blumlein charging at time 350 ns. - NOT O~~~UFl ON -

07  GIVEN SHOT -

To assess the ability of the torus to ____________ ______ 

~~~~~~~~~
—

withstand breakdown , the function V(t) was o, . -considered at each of 13 positions in the 
03  - A -

transmission-line model of the torus (every . — ~ 
—l -

15 deg from 0 through 180 deg) . In using these 
~~, .  -

functions V(t) , it was assumed that the torus t I I I I I I 1 I I
0 D I  0.2 0 3  04  05 06 0 ?  00  00  10 I I  Ii I T  II ¶ 5  ISwould switch at 350 ns, thus drastically reduc- AR;O SLONO TORUS 10 ..~~l

ing the voltage within about 15 ns of the i i i I I I I

switching time. (Fifteen nanoseconds is the ap- ~~~~~~~~ *:ouwo TO RU S 0601

proximate transit time during the discharge Figure 11. Statistical area for breakdown in torus.
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sustained without breakdown. This A Is com- charge phase of the transmission-line calcula-
pared with area B in the torus over which V(t)’s tion. No further development of this triggered
of the same or greater severity are experienced , switch concept has been undertaken in this
If A is significantly greater than B, the spacing study.
of the inner and outer conductors of the torus Is ——

~~~~~ 
-

adequate to prevent breakdown at the position 4.4 Design of Strip Wedge Transformer
under consideration.

The function of the strip wedge
As can be seen by looking over the transformer is to transport the energy from the

entire torus, the design is favorable. For most discharging torus to the diode. For maximum
positions, tolerable A is well in excess of the energy transport, the wedge impedance should
total area (1.62 x 10’ cm2) of the torus. From be constant all along its discharge path, and , in
about 145 to 180 deg, however, the present the present study, this was the design criterion
design is only marginally adequate. used. However , the wedge could be designed to

transform the impedance from a relatively high
4.3 Torus Switch Discharge impedance at the wedge input to a lower im-

Characteristics pedance at the wedge output with small energy
penalty. The impedance can be transformed by

Experience on the AURORA simula- taking advantage of the higher fields that can
tor has shown that reproducible, multichannel be sustained in the wedge compared with those
switching in oil can be achieved by using in the torus primarily because of the shorter
positive-field enhanced-edge electrodes, for times of applied voltages, thus reducing the gap
average fields in the main gap of approximately dimensions, and by locating the diode structure
25 MV/rn. The main gap separation on the at a location other than the axis of symmetry of
AURORA electrodes is typically about 0.46 m, the torus. This latter technique may be useful
which is almost identical to the gap spacing also for obtaining higher peak power outputs
between the inner and outer cylinders of the than the output obtainable f rom a completely
torus studied here. Calculations also show that symmetrical discharge. These considerations
the field in the torus switch region would be are not investigated further , however, in the
about 50 to 100 MVfrm. It is not known for cer- present report .
tam whether this higher-field operation leads
to an overall degradation or improvement of The impedance of the wedge may be

shown to be approximately 2 Q as follows:the switch performance. If the switch-
breakdown characteristics follow the same - - 

In its discharge phase following
general development as that observed for switchching, the torus behaves like an open-
switching in water , then the faster pulse charge ended triplanar strip line with a plate spacing
coupled with these higher fields should give im- equal to the spacing between the inner and
proved operation with lower Impedance and outer conductors of the torus, namely, S —
lower jitter. The overall switch inductance 0.491 m. For this triplanar strip line, with an
should be considerably smaller here than that effective torus diameter D — 13.7 m and
estimated for AURORA (200 nH) since chan- switching over 270 deg, the width W is
nels form around three quadrants of the torus (270/360)nD 32.3 m. By use of equation (1),
perimeter, a distance of more than 30 m, as this gives an Impedance of 1.89 Q for the tripla-
compared with the 3.7 m of edge of the nar strip line as formed by the torus itself.
AURORA midplane. These figures suggest an
inductance of “~20 nH for the torus switch. The torus discharges into another tn .-
This Inductance is incorporated Into the dis- planar strip line, the wedge transformer of
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figure 7. Neglecting end effects , the impedance 4.5 Pr epulse Estimates and Effects
of the wedge remains constant for the wave
front converging on the central load as long as Because of capacitive coupling be-
the ratio SIW remains constant. That is , at tween that portion of the center conductor of
smaller radii , proportionately smaller spacings the torus and the inner conductor of the strip
are desired. At sufficientl y small radii , this line wedge transformer in the switch region ,
spacing results in fields in excess of breakdown some fraction of the voltage impressed on the
conditions. However , as can be expected by torus center conductor during the torus charge
looking at figure 12, the path of the wave front phase appears on the wedge transformer’s inner
does not converge radiall y near the extremes of conductor. This voltage in turn is transmitted
the discharge. This lack of convergence effec- to the diode cathode as a prepulse. Depending
tivelv increases W(r) , the length of the wave on the amp litude and the duration of this
front at radius r , beyond the value for a strictl y prepulse, the current emission and beam
radial discharge. Now , considering end effects, dynamics in the anode-cathode gap region can
the effect on W(r) is further enhanced by the be significantl y affected. Most of the informa-
larger height of the central electrode (fig. 12) tion on prepulse has been empiricall y derived ,
approaching the diode. The overall effect of the and no comprehensive theory has been
actual shape of the wedge transformer is to re- developed to predict its effects. It is known that
quire that S decrease only by a factor of two in- large prepulses can induce premature pinching
stead of three to maintain the constant 1.89-Q in the anode-cathode gap of high current
impedance as the wave front approaches the diodes, and it is generally desirable to keep this
diode. Alternativel y, we could have Z increase voltage small. It is known also, however , that
by a factor of two instead of three as the wave prepulse effects are sensitive to diode structure ;
front approaches the diode if we maintai n a that is, an identical prepu lse injected into two
fixed S between the central electrode and the dissimilar diode structures produces markedl y
outer conductor. different effects. Further , some workers have

suggested that a well-controlled prepulse of

, 

small amplitude can even have beneficial ef-
fects on diode performance through precondi-
tionin g the cathode. It is not the intent of this
stu dy to make a comprehensive review of the
literature to investigate these effects in detail,

~.
_ ..‘ “ but rather to make an initial first-order calcula-

,
~

— ~ A tion of the amplitu de and the duration of the
/ — — \ ~/ prepulse anticipated for the geometry chosen

) ~ 7O.2m for this study.

When the geometry is considered as a
parallel-plate capacitor , the capacitance, C1,

Figure 12. Center electrode of wedge transformer. between the inner conductor of the torus and

13



t he inner conductor of the wedge trans former C~ /(C~’ + C~ ) — 6 percent
is , to a f irst approximation ,

of the torus voltage appears as a prepulse.

= 
area This fraction could be smaller either

separation if the spacing between the central wedge con-
ductor and the outer conductor were to

2nrwf decrease at small radii or if the switch gap were
KL0 = 0.35 (nF) to be increased.

w here
4.6 Analysis of  Discharge Phase of Torus

K = 2.3,
The discharge phase of t he torus was

= 8.854 pF/m , treated as a problem separate from the charge
phase. At the time (350 ns after blumlein

f = 270/360 deg, the fraction of the switching) chosen for torus switching, the cur-
torus circumference of interest , rent throughout the torus was found to be

negligible. At this time , almost all the energy is
r ~ 6.0 m , the effective radius of cur- stored in the electric field , and this energy is

vature of the torus at this gap, distributed among the 12 transmission-line
elements in the model. Since the torus switch

w 0.3 m , the approximate width of ing has been restricted to 75 percent of the
the gap, torus , only 9 of the 12 elements partake in the

switching .
S = 0.491 m , the spacing of the in ner

conductor in the torus from the in- The discharge of each of the nine
ner conductor of the wedge. elements is handled by a separate circuit. This

simplif ication assumes that there is no flow of
This value of C, is to be compared with the energy from one sector of the wedge to the next.
capacitance, C2, between the central conductor In reality, this is not expected to be the situa-
of the wedge transformer and the outer conduc- tion; nevertheless, for this first-cut analysis,
tor (assumed to be at the constant S = this assumption seems reasonable.
0.491 m),

Since each of the nine discharge cir-

fn ( r ~ - r 2) cuits behaves identicall y, the calculation was
C2 = 2K~~ 

I 
= 5~5 (nF) , done only for one representative circuit. The

impedances of 1.8 Q and an inductance of
20 nH used in the representative circuit were
scaled to apply to the entire 270 deg of the

where Ti = 5.76, the outer ra dius of the discharging torus and are shown in the circuit
wedge, an d r , = 2.2 m , a reasonable value of figure 13. This analysis assumes that the im-
for the inner radius of the wedge. The factor of pedance of the strip-line wedge is matched to
two accounts for both upper and lower gaps in that of the torus and is constant right up to the
the wedge transformer. Capacitances C, and load . The one-way transit time of the element
C2 appear in series dividing the voltage applied representing the torus is 13.04 ns and is the ef-
to the torus. This fact implies that the fraction fective transit time given by
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a condition that must be imposed so that the
electrostatic energy of the torus in its charge ~
conf igu raton equals the electrostatic energy of
the torus in its discharge configuration. Here
Zchar~e is 23.7 Q and Tcharge is the transit
time tar 75 percent of the torus circumference
(Tcharge 81.5 ns) . 

~-j ~~~
- L L _ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 _ _~~~~ .

Figure 14. Diode voltage: blumlein stores charged
to .12 MV and torus switched at 350 ns.

-— 
i —  I -  

~ 
- - -

~~
—
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Figu re 13. Representative circuit For discharge
phase of torus.

In the representative calculation , a
unit voltage was used for the initial voltage on
t he charged torus in its discharge configura-
tion. The final scaling was later provided by
norma lizing to the appropriate average over
the initial voltages on the nine segments of the
tor us model in its charge phase. The output - - - - - ~~~~~~~~ ______

voltage shown in figure 14 is scaled according
to the average of the individual V1, and the Figure 15. Diode current: blumlein stores charged
total current shown in figure 15 also is scaled to -12 MV and torus switched at 350 ns.
according to the average of V~. The power ,
however, scales according to the average of V~, ‘ ‘ I

and it is this scal in g that is used in f igure 16.

The effect of the prepulse was in-
cluded in the calculation by imposing an initial -
voltage on the wedge equal to 6 percent of the
unit voltage on the torus. In the calculation , it i
was assumed that the distribution of the
prepulse throughout the wedge corresponds ex-
actly with that of the voltage on the torus , _______________________ -___________
which is not expected in actuality. Neverthe-
less , the trend of the effect is approximatel y ac- - - i_

counted for and , since the effect of the pre pulse
on the overall pulse shapes is small anyway, this Figure 18. Power delivered to diode: blumle in stores
assumption causes no concern , charged to -12 MV and torus switched at 350 ns.
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4.7 F ield Emission Diode Desig n uniform field grading is more difficult  for
larger stack lengths , this increase still suggests

A conceptual design for a low im- that the torus diode may be marginally
pedance diode integrated into the stri p-line designed in terms of voltage hold-off capabili-
wedge trans former is shown in figu re 17. The ty .  Lengthening the stack , however , does not
insu lat or rings proposed for t h is application are present any obvious difficulties , and , lacking
identical to those used on the existing AURORA further corroborating data , we continu e to
simulator . The vacuum flashover strength for assume that the proposed 3.1-m stack height is
these insulators is given approximatel y by the adequate for this study.
relation

RING CATHODE EMITTER

FLU S EXCLUO ERS CONICAL ANODE

where 

E = 552d~ ’6t~~’3 (kV!cm) 

~~~~~~ 31m

E = flashover strengt h , 
- 
/j ”~~

2” 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~d = surface path length in centi meters,
VACUU M Ob OE INSULATO R

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

= pulse duration in nanoseconds. 3m
SCALE AP PROX

Figure 17. Low impedance diode .

Each insulator ring has a path length of 14 cni ,
and t he app lied pu lse duration is 40 ns , giving 5. CONCLUSIONS
E = 104 kV(cm. If we as~ume an applied
pulse of 14 MV and assume a 70-percent design A novel approach has been conceived for
factor (giving 20 MV) , we require a total path the production of short duration , ultrahigh
length of 20 MV/ 104 (kV/cm)—that is, 192 cm. power pulses into low impedance loads. The
Hence, the total number of rings required per concept has been shown to be extremel y ver-
side is 14 for a total stack of 28 having a height satile and can be adapted to AURORA in a

F of 2.84 m. Allowing for the thickness of the gra- wide variety of configurations. A selected
‘dient rings , a practical stack height of 3.11 m toroidal geometry has been investigated , and
would be required; that is, each side of the anal ysis has shown that  power output s ap-
diode would be about 1.6 m long. proaching l0’~ W can be delivered to a low im-

pedance load (1.89 Q) in 30 ns full width at
The existing AURORA system has a half maximum.  Further mani pulation of the

total stack height of 4.6 m for an applied design should give a factor of two increase over
voltage of 18 MV for about 200 ns. The time these power output levels. With the exception
factor is the only important difference , and this of the diode , all of the design i. i iteria are
would suggest a 60-percent increase in length known to be compatible with the existing state
over t h e  torus diode per megavolt of applied of the art of high voltage pulsed - power
voltage . Even allowing for the fact that good technology .
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